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As usual, the topic for the day is the result of a letter. I had a letter
yesterday from a young lady who urged me to say something about taking out spots

from summer clothes. She said that every time she started pressing and packing
and getting her clothes ready for a week-end trio, she wishes she knew more about

removing stains.

And she wrote: "I guess everybody has a spot to take out now and then.

But some girls seem to be luckier about removing spots than others. Personally,
I always seem to make a mess of the job — make my clothes look worse than before
when I try to do a little cleaning at home."

That set me to thinking about this universal and eternal matter of stain
removal and why some people seem to have luck with it and others don't. The
more I learn about the matter, the more I think spots and stains are a good deal
like human beings. For one thing, most spots grow stubborn with age. You know
how many people get set in their ways as they grow old. Well, stains do too.

Many of them will come out easily when they're young and fresh and new. But as
time goes on, they just settle into the fabric and become more and more diffi-
cult to budge.

That's why prompt action is so important in taking out any spot — large
or small. Why wait until you're getting ready for a week-end to take out stains
from your clothes? By that time, the stain may be set fast. Be Johnny- on-the-
spot. Immediately, if not sooner, is the time to go after a spot. And if you're
quick enough, all you may need to do is to soonge the place with clear, cold
water to remove every trace of the stain.

So that's Point Number 1 for all week-enders and others interested in
taking out stains: Be Johnny-on-the-spot.

Then, stains are like human beings in another way. They grow stubborn
and contrary if you treat them unkindly. You have to deal with them according
to their own separate personalities, so to speak. A stain from red or purple
fruits is a good example of this -- a berry or grape stain, say. The right
treatment for such a stain is pouring on boiling water. Boiling water will
cause it to disappear in no time. The wrong treatment is soap. If you wash a
stain like this with soap and water, it's very likely to change to a blue color
and stick for dear life. That's just one illustration of the effect of right
and wrong treatment. But I can give an example of how it works the other way
around, too. A protein stain — one made by milk or egg or meat juice —
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will yield easily if you first sponge with cool water and then wash in suds.

But if you make the mistake of putting hot water on first, it will immediately

grow as obstinate as a mule. You see, soap is the right treatment for some

spots and the wrong . treatment for others. The same is true of hot

water. It sets some stains and removes others.

So, you see, the right treatment is quite as important as prompt treat-

ment. And in order to be sure about what is right, you need a stain removal

leaflet in your home to refer to when you're in doubt. Stain removal directions

kept in a handy place in the kitchen or laundry or even upstairs in the bathroom

may save you many mistakes and keep you prepared for emergencies.

Most State colleges and extension services publish information on stain

removal. Or, you're welcome to write to the Department of Agriculture at

Washington, D. C, for the bulletin called "Stain Removal from Fabrics — Home
Methods." "Stain Removal from Fabrics" Farmers' Bulletin No. 1474. It's

yours for the asking.

Of course, to be your own spot-and- stain doctor, you need some first-aid
remedies on hand. Keep some simple equipment in a drawer or a handy box all
ready for the time you need it. Maybe you'd like me to list the sort of pre-
parations to keep in your cleaning kit. Well, you'll want a bottle of Javelle
water for bleaching cottons or linens. And you'll want bottles of potassium
permanganate, oxalic acid, ammonia water, and a bottle of carbon tetrachloride
for taking out grease spots. Utensils? Well, a couple of medium-sized bowls,

a medicine dropper, several pads of clean muslin or cheesecloth; a small sponge
and some pieces of white blotting paper.

Your stain removal bulletin will give you the details of using this
equipment.

Finally, let's mention just one more point to help you in successful
stain removal — another example of likeness between people and stains. You
often have to use great patience in dealing with stains as you do with human
beings. The success of your treatment may depend on your care and patience.
Patience can move mountains — and also stains. When you're sponging out a
stain with cool water, or with a grease-solvent like carbon tetrachloride,
remember that several small applications are better than one large one. Don't
soak the fabric with the solvent. That may leave a bad ring. Instead, apply
it in small doses over and over again. "Feather it on, " as the cleaners say.
And remember, if at first you don't succeed, try, try again. Light strokes
often do the trick better than a firm hand. A clean cloth each time is a big
help, and so is a clean pad underneath to catch the soil that goes through.

Well, so much for stains and human nature. Let's run briefly over these
points about taking out stains. First, stains are easy to handle when new and
fresh, often stubborn when old. Second, each stain has to have the kind of
treatment that suits its personality, so keep reliable stain removal directions
on hand. Third, be ever so careful, and, oh, so patient.

The stain removal bulletin is number 1474 and if you haven't a copy, a
postcard to the Department of Agriculture at Washington, D. C. , will bring you
one.
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